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aún
It is an adverb of time.  Want to say yet, even.  That so far it continues to occur.

aúriga o el cochero
It is the name of a Constellation of the Northern Hemisphere.  He's the driver of a war carriage, pulled by horses. 

avaluo
The correct term is appraisal.  It means pricing or real estate valuation made by an expert.  Valuation of property or
assets ordered by the State.  Cadastral value, value estimated by the State.

avalúo
It means value, price, appraisal, valuation, quote.  Value that an expert, based on his knowledge gives or determines for
a good.

avarienta
In Colombia it means greedy, greedy, galluda, angurrienta, ambitious.  Person or woman who wants to hoard all the
benefits for her and not share anything. 

avasallante
Want to tell which runs, which subjects, which dominates, which pressed, that humiliates.  It subjugates, it does pay. 
That makes vassals, subjects or dominated.

avd actividades
In occupational therapy, are the daily life activities. They serve to assess the degree of dependence of a person with a
disability. There are many ways of measuring and in accordance with the activities contemplated. Some methods use
only 5 basic activities and other more complex methods can be used to more than 20 activities. According to the Barthel
index are established 10 major activities, including capacity for eating alone, arrange the only costumes, activities for
grooming only, walking alone, bathing only. go to the single bathroom, etc.

ave de corral
It's another way to call domestic birds.  Breeding birds close to humans. 

ave del paraíso
While it may be a plant of showy tropical flowers, it can also be a very beautiful bird.  The plant is also called flower bird
flower or the beginning of time.  Its scientific name is Heliconia bihai or Strelitzia reginae.  It belongs to the family
Strelitziaceae.  The bird of Paradise (bird), is actually a family of birds or birds, called Paradisaeidae which comprises
about 40 species and are found in Papua and New Guinea.  They have plumage lush and very striking, especially
males.

ave maría
Prayer to the Virgin Mary.  Name given in Spanish of the composition of Franz Schubert "Ellens dritter Gesang" ("third
song of Ellen).  Lied composed by Franz Schubert.  It is considered a hymn of praise, religious chant.



avecindar
It means to domicile, to arrive, to settle, to settle.  Settle in a neighborhood or place. 

avejado
Inflection of aging, which means to mistreat, to vex, to persecute, to make suffer.  Persecuted, mistreated.  vexed. 

avelar
Avelar is incorrectly written and it should be written as Avelar ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Avelar ( 41 own name;.  Common surname in Paraguay and Brazil.  It is the name of a locality in the municipality of
Ansião, Portugal.

avelino
It is a male name of Latin origin.  It means from hazelnuts, which grows hazelnuts. 

avellaneda
It is a surname of Spanish, a common origin in several Latin American countries. It is a town in the greater Buenos Aires
in Argentina.  It has two great football teams: Racing and Independiente.

avellanedenses
It is the adjective of the born in Avellaneda, province of Buenos Aires, Argentina.

avena
It is the name of a cereal mun desired throughout the world.  It belongs to the Poaceae (grass) family.  Its scientific
name is Avena sativa.  Name of a genus of plants in the family Poaceae.  The word is of Latin origin and means food.  

avenencias
It means arrangement, commitment, agreement, Covenant, agreement, conformity, Concord, harmony.

avenida
Means growing, avalanche, flood, increase in the flow of a river or stream.  Colombia is a main road, street or main
career, usually of two carriageways with several lanes and they have a specific name.

avenimiento
It means acceptance, conformity, agreement.  Action and effect of avenir or avenirse .  Pact. 

avenina
It is the protein found in oats, more precisely it is a prolamina (not a gluteina), it is considered that the oats has gluten.

aventaja
It is an inflection of advantage.  In Colombia it means take difference, move, go ahead, win, exceed, exceed.

aventajar claramente
It means taking a distance enough, noticeable and appreciable.  Win by a good margin, with sufficiency.  With enough



advantage, with comfort.

aventarse
In Colombia it means deciding, launching, taking risks.

average
It's an English word that means average.  It is a commonly used term in many sports and indicates a comparison or
regularity of various results.

averano
It is a name given in some parts of Brazil to the ringer, bearded bearded or ringer ringer.  It is a Songbird of the family
Cotingidae, its scientific name is Procnias averano.  They also say oroponga or oroponga do nordeste.

avergonzarse
It means feel shame, feel sorry, grieve is, disturb you, confused, embarrass you, stun is, blush, blush.

avergüenza
It is an inflection of be ashamed or embarrassed.  It means grieve is disturb is, confused, embarrass or embarrass you,
blush, blushing, humiliate, vejar, snubbing.

averhoa
The correct term is Averrhoa, with double r.  It is the name of a genus of plants belonging to the family Oxalidaceae.  It
consists of about 10 species known as currants and carambolos.  It is also sometimes used to designate a plant or its
fruit, which we also know as star fruit, carambolo or carambola.  Its scientific name is Averrhoa carambola.  The word
Averrhoa is a dedication to the Andalusian philosopher and physician of Arab origin (Averrhoes or Averroes).  

averiguadera
In Colombia it means asking persistently.  Inquire with insistence.  Harass with many questions.  Track, probe.  Question
. 

avería
Damage, breakage, or failure that prevents an artifact from working properly.  Failure , damage . 

averío
Means set of poultry (mixture of poultry: ducks, chickens, turkeys, geese, moorhens, etc).  Set or group of domestic
birds.

avernícola
If the word exists, even though I initially thought it was caveman and mistakenly lacked the initial c.  Wintering means
that it comes from the winter, that is, from hell, from the depths, from the abyss or from the darkness.  Hell, abysmal.  It
is an epithet used in Biology.

averno
Empire of the devil, territory dominated by the devil.  Hell, orc, báratro, abyss, underworld, paila mocha.



aversion
The correct term is tilde aversion.  It means exaggerated hate.  It is synonymous with spite, hatred, revulsion, saña,
tirria, inquina, resentment.  In Colombia it is also said to be incone.  It also means disgust.

avertín
It is a condition of livestock which consists of colic with flatulence.  It is the loss of the sense of balance in humans. 
Dizziness, vertigo.

aves
It is the plural of ave.  Be live two, which has peak and two wings and legs that usually flies.  They have the body
covered with plumasy reproduce by eggs.  Vertebrate beings who are former members into wings.

avestruz
Non-flying, running, large bird, native to Africa.  Its scientific name is Struthio camelus and belongs to the family
Struthionidae.  It is the name of an Argentine town, which is located to the South of the Gran Buenos Aires.  Also say
you American Rhea (Rhea americana, Rheidae family) ostrich and Australian ostrich to the emu (Dromaius
novaehollandiae, family Dromaiidae).  There are nurseries of ostrich in the eastern plains of Colombia.

aviar
It means relative to birds.  Type of flu that gives birds (it is a zoonosis).  It can also mean seasoning, arranging, enlisting,
dressing, preparing.  Prepare food to take away on a trip.  Enlist or carry the equipment, apresto .  Clean cobwebs. 

aviarios
It is the plural of Aviary.  Meshing area of large dimensions where birds are kept in semi-captivity.  Very large cages. 
Site where birds abound and easily allow your comment.  Mostrario of birds, relative or related birds.  In Colombia the
national Aviary has more than 7 hectares and resembles natural habitat.

aviesa
It means evil, Machiavellian, Abject, Hateful, Ruin, Bad, Perfidious.   Person or woman who works with great evil. 

avieso
It means you've lost your normal or natural, deviated, crooked course.  It means evil, perverse, evil, hateful, ruin,
Machiavellian, twisted.  Person who thinks or acts wickedly.  Misthinking, malpensant.

avifaunística
Which is relative to the bird.  Which refers to the part of the fauna comprising birds.  Avian fauna. 

avifaunístico
Relative to the bird.  It relates to the part of the fauna composed only of birds. 

avilación
It is the action or effect of avilar.  It means envileing, degrading, deteriorating, dishonoring, devaluing, depreciating,
discrediting.  Devaluation, depreciation, dishonor, degradation, smear.



avileño
It is one of the common names for a toxic plant.  It is also called yezgo.  Biezgo, Bielzo, Jambu, Minor Elderberry or
Zihaurri.  Its scientific name Sambucus ebulus and belongs to the family Adoxaceae.  It is also known as lesser sauco. 
Its scientific name is Sambucus ebulus. 

avilés
In Colombia it is the name of male and surname of Spanish origin.  He wants to say that he comes from Avila, either
from the city or from the Province, in Spain.  Abulense can also be used for gentleness.   There is also a Spanish city,
called Avilés, which belongs to the Principality of Asturias. 

avinado
Means similar to wine, either referring to the color or flavor.  Sweet and harsh.

avinutés
It has the characteristics of the Avinut.  Avinut is a Dominican veterinary products company Forming the words poultry
and nutrition.  It serves to produce Chlorine Dioxide, a fungicide product.  Relative to Avinut, which is from Avinut. 

avion provisto de cuatro motores
Aircraft equipped with four engines, is the definition of tetramotor or quadbikes. Airbus 340 is a four aircraft.

aviones
Plural of airplane.  Aircraft that cross the skies.  It's also a way of calling the swallows. 

avión
In Biology, the swift and the swallow are called a plane.  Aircraft that despite being heavy can fly thanks to the support
that occurs in the wings.  In Colombia colloquially means advantageous, live or cheating.

avisado
It can mean informed, notified, prudent, discreet or shrewd.  Who possesses experience and cunning.  Inflection of
warn, which means to inform, to notify.  In Bullfighting, a bull that has already been dealt with and that attacks everything
that moves or is placed in front of it.  Embestidor . 

avisorar
The correct term is to avizorar, with z .  It means looking carefully and in all directions looking for something.  It means
spotting, seeing, glimpsing, observing, otear.  In Colombia we also use it as a synonym for presenting, foreshadowing,
suspecting, interver, forecasting, conjecture.

avisos
Plural notice (which is inflection to warn, which means notifying, preventing, informing, warning, announcing, entering,
indicating).  Propaganda.  Verbal or written text that advertises .  It means reports, notifications, ads, warnings,
preventions, hints. 

avispada
In Antioquia and the Coffee Axis, in Colombia, you mean smart, cunning, shrewd, advantageous, alive, awake.  Woman
of a lot of mental agility.   .



avispado
In Colombia and especially in the anti-ooqueña region means smart, awake, daring, advantaged.  Clever, shrewd.

avispilla
Wasp diminutive.  Small wasp.  They are insects of the Vespidae family that belong to the gener Vespa (or Vespula). 
They are mostly pests.  Among the most important are the chestnut wasp (Dryocosmus kuriphilus ) and the almond
beep ( Eurytoma amygdali ). 

avispita
Wasp diminutive.  Small wasp.  In Colombia, "La avispita" is the name of a vallenata song performed by Alfredo
Gutiérrez.  In Colombia, a woman with a thin (or thin) waist is also called a slender waist.

avistamiento
Special event through which is made direct observation of amazing stuff or special status, as for example to see a UFO.
Action look, see, see, discover.

avitaje
avitaje is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Watching" being its meaning:<br>I think that asking for watching.
It means to foresee, see, observe, browse, perceive, discover, look. Proceed to look, to observe. Watching.

avituallamiento
In Colombia it is the same as comiso, cold, bastimento or mecato.  The term zarapa is also used, mostly in Antioquia,
Chocó and the Urabá Region.  Food that the farmer takes on a trip or to the work site, wrapped in bijao leaves. 
Campaign provision .

avivatada
In Colombia it can be cheating, cheating or arguing.  Work that demonstrates vivacity, mental agility, intelligence. 
Vividness.  Show of ingenuity or malice.  In Colombia it is synonymous with tramuyo, ardid, ruse, cheating, scam, fraud,
maturranga, lure, ruse, trick.  We also say gauchada, which is synonymous with artifice.

avizor
It means very attentive, vigilant, observant, alert, pending, expectant, interested.  The expression "bird's eye" means the
same thing.

avícolas
It means concerning or related to birds, although usually only refers to domestic poultry or hatchery.  Site where birds,
farms, barns are bred.  It is also e site where they sell meat of chicken, quail, duck, Turkey and all kinds of birds from
farm, or eggs.  Site where they sell food for birds (concentrate, corn, etc.  )

avío
In Colombia it is the food that is taken for a long trip or a long day of work.  Comizo , mecato .  Avian inflection which
means seasoning, dressing, preparing, cleaning. 

avíos
avios is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Kit" being its meaning:<br>It is the plural of Avio. Avio is a term



used in Colombia to name the snacks, luncheon meat, the food that takes to consume during a trip or a day's work.
Bastimento, prevention, provision, ration.

avísamelo
It is an inflection of warning. Exactly, it is an imperative. Means inform me it notify me, announce it to me, warn me it, I
learned.

avogalla
It is the outgrowth which is produced in a plant tissue.  It may be resin, rubber, or simply chlorophyll.  It can be caused
by bites or insect bites or punctures caused.

avora
In Colombia is a business group engaged in construction and architecture.  It is headquartered in Barranquilla.  It is the
fusion of two groups builders is: Avintia of Spain and Colombia O.f.s..  I could also be a common name for a Palm for
ornamental use.

avranches
It is the name of a French commune in Normandy (Manche Department).  The name of a football team of this region. 
Avranches has no beaches, but if football team.

awareness
It is an English word which means awareness.  To conscious awareness.

awawasan
You mean wise, knowledgeable.  Person who knows ancient medicine.  Healer.

awá
It is an indigenous people of the South of Colombia in the Department of Nariño.  They are also known as Ahua, Ahua,
Awa, Cuaiquer or Kwaiker.  They are currently being displaced by the criminal action of Alias Guacho and drug cartels. 
About 90% of the population lives in the Colombian side and the minority become Ecuador Carchi and Esmeraldas
provinces.

awe
It's an English language word meaning fear, fear.   It can also mean respect, admiration. 

awimen
Awimen in Javanese means alert, alarm.

ax
AX or Ash are names that referred to the ash ( trees of the genus Fraxinus ) , in the family Oleaceae.

axayacatl
axayacatl is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Axaxayacatl." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
axaxayacatl.  It is a word in Nahuatl that means vermin.



axcale
It is more indicated toxcale.  It is a term used in Mexico and rooted in Nahuatl.  It means agree, accepted, compliant,
approved, good (by way of acceptance).

axel
It is the Swedish apocope of Absalom.  It means man father of peace.  It is a name of Hebrew origin but that would
literally mean axe of war.

axial
It means related to the shaft, the shaft.  Basal, central

axihuitl
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means water grass.  It is a plant that is also known as the non-aging plant, apatli or
water remedy.  It belongs to the Asteraceae family and its scientific name is Ageratina conspicua.  Formerly it had the
scientific name of Eupatorium aescharbonianum.  It is of very varied medicinal use. 

axiña
It is a word of Galician origin that means fast, soon, light, immediately, already, immediately. 

axiología
It is the science that studies the values and the good or healthy customs that must be had in society.  It can be
interpreted as a branch of Philosophy, although it is part of Sociology and Psychology. 

axiomas
It is the plural of axiom.  It means rules, standards, principles and truths, evidences, aphorisms, proverbs, dogmas,
judgments, precepts.

axionado
It's an "axionar" inflection.  It is a colloquial way of saying disinfect, sterilize or wash, when using a degreasing soapy
product called "Axion".  It is used to disinfect containers, especially sizing and cutlery.

axionogia
I think they're asking is about the meaning of axiology.  If so, it is the branch of Philosophy that is responsible for the
study of human values.   Study of the worthy or the valuable. 

axiómetros
Plural of axiometer .  In Nautical it is a measuring instrument that serves to measure angles or directions.  In Forest
Sciences, it is also an instrument that allows measuring tree heights. 

axión
The name of a subatomic particle.  In Colombia it is the name of a degreasing soap that is used in the washing of
earthenware. 

axirnaco



In medicine, is a kind of tumor that gives children in the eyes.

axoxoco
Axoxoco, xoxoco or xoxocoyolli is the name that the mexicas gave to Sorrel or sour grass.  Canagria.  It is a herbaceous
plant.

aya
It means nanny, nurse, governess, chacha.  The name of the tree is has ( h 41.

ayak willku
It is one of the common names in Peru of an edible and medicinal plant.  It is also called maca, maca-maca, ayak
chichira or Maino.  Its scientific name is Lepidium meyenii of the Brassicaceae family.  Since ancient times, it is
consumed by indigenous peoples to increase the physical and mental ability.  It is shown that increases the bilirubin in
the body.  It was considered sacred and a gift from the gods.

ayakasstli
It is more suitable ayacachtli .  It means rattle, rattle, maraca.  It was a type of ritual instrument that indicated power. 

ayal
Name given in the State of Sinaloa , Mexico to the tree of coatecomate or jícaro .  It is one of the common names of a
tree known as a pumpkin tree.  It is also known by the names of jícaro, tecomate, huaje, cirio, g'iro, morro, ayal or huaje
ciiral.  Its scientific name is Crescentia alata and belongs to the family Bignoniaceae.  It has medicinal uses.  

ayala
In Colombia it is a Spanish surname of Basque origin.  It is also the name of a Spanish municipality in the Province of
Alava and a Mexican municipality in the State of Morelos.  Surname of great Colombian singer named Victor Hugo
Ayala Caro.  He is a lyrical and romantic singer. 

ayalaykuna
It is more suitable allaqkuna, which means the one who harvests or collects.  Collector, harvester. 

ayantoso
You mean vain, thoughtful, arrogant, proud.  Smug, petulant, boastful.  A person who likes to boast about himself. 

ayau
It is a surname of French origin.  Last name of a Guatemalan politician and professor, named Manuel Francisco Ayau
Cordón.

ayelmado
It is shaped like a helmet or that is protected with a helmet.   It has a helmet-like shape or a almete. 

ayer
Day before today, day that has passed.  It means day that has passed, day that has passed, this previous one.  Past,
moments that happened.  History, memories, once, before.



ayes
Exclamations of pain issued by someone who suffers.  Moans, groans, cries.  complaints, moans, plañidos, whimpers.

ayesa
It is the name of a town in Navarre, Spain.  It belongs to the municipality of Ezprogui, in Basque it is said Aiesa or
Ageza.  In Colombia, Ayesa is a Spanish multinational specializing in consulting, technology, and engineering.

ayllu
It is a word of Quechua origin that means family, family group, lineage.  Descendants of a common trunk.  Kinship
working within a territory. 

aylu
It is a feminine name of mapuche origin meaning happy, always smiling. There are variants of the same as Ayleen,
Aylin, Aylen. I've heard it in Mexico, Chile and Colombia

ayocotle
It is a variety of beans in Mexico.  Its scientific name is Phaseolus coccineus and belongs to the Fabaceae family.  In the
Nahuatl language, the word means fat beans.  The cimate, which is a condiment is extracted from the root of the plant.

ayomán
Ayaman is also used.  It was the name of a Venezuelan indigenous people and also of their language.  It was located in
the territory of the present State of Lara.  The language belonged to the Jirajarana family.  It's a language considered
extinct. 

ayornar
In lunfardo means to update, catch up.  Catch up, find out.

ayornarse
Improve the presentation to be admired. Adorn themselves embarrassing is, emperifollarse, preening, grooming,
wearing one's adornment, garnish is, consist, decorate, beautify is.

ayos
Plural of ayo .  The ayo is a medium-sized tree and very similar to coca.  People who are engaged in the education of
children from well-to-do families. 

ayrampo
Ayrampo is one of the common names of the Opuntia haenguiamus, which is a plant of the family Cactaceae.  It also
has the common names of opuntia, prickly pear, ayrampu.  The ayrampo has dangerous spines and a fruit of high
nutritional value.

ayudada
It's an inflection to help.  It means supporting, cooperating, auxiliary, helping.

ayudamemoria



It is a desktop implement that allows you to remember necessary data to the user.  It can be an agenda, notepad or
stikers .  Also on PCs you can set a program for this purpose.  Tool for nemotechnics . 

ayuí
It is a word from the Guarani language that means water that comes or runs.  It can also mean river, stream of water. 
Name of a town in the province of Entre Ríos, Argentina.  Uruguayan record label of popular music, storytelling and
poetry.  Name of a termas (Baños Termales) in Argentina. 

ayuínes
It is one of the common names given to the tree of the Lauraceae family scientific name Ocotea foetens.  It has other
names such as stinking Laurel, smelly wood, Basswood, smelly Linden tree of rain on the island of el Hierro.

ayutla
It's the name of a Mexican city.  It means in Nahuatl, where turtles abound.  It's in the state of Jalisco.

azabra
It is one of the common names given to the American agave, agave yellow or pita.  It is also called azabara, azabila,
Aloe, Aloe Vera or aloe.

azache
It is an ordinary or poor-quality silk.  Silk that it spins with the top layers or strands of the cocoon (usually dirty and dull.

azadones
Hoes is the plural of hoe. Implement used by farmers to weed ( or weeding ). The peasant also says that it serves to
harvest. Big hoe. Hoe consists of a Cape or handle and a piece of metal, curved inward and rectangular shape. Curve
inward shovel with handle.

azafato
Male stewardess.  It means male flight attendant.  You could also use cabin, assistant, waiter, flight attendant.  Male
person who provides services on the plane during the flight.

azagaya
It means dart.  Lancet.  Spear small, throwing gun.  Type of arrow .

azaí
It is the name of a palm tree and its fruits.  It is also called asaí, huasaí, palm murrapo, naidí, or aaí.  Its scientific name
is Euterpe oleracea .

azal
AZAL is the acronym of Azerbaijan Air Lines, the airline of Azerbaijan.

azales
Azales are from or native people of Azal, is a village near Jerusalem, named in the Bible by Zechariah. Some translators
say what separated, isolated.



azana
is the way of calling in the Province of Salamanca, in Spain, the office of housewife. 

azara
It refers to something that disturbs, intimidated, scared, blushes, startles, stuns, ashamed. That generates distrust.

azariar
azariar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Azarar" as meaning:<br>The correct term is azarar.  It means do
doubt, confuse, cause to lose confidence.  It is widely used in Colombia.  It is the same as azorar, disorient, disturb.

azarosamente
It means in a random, fortuitous, uncertain, casual, dangerous orrried way.   Dangerously, riskably, casually, fortuitously.

azaroso
It means arriegado, uncertain, casual, random.  It also means dangerous, insecure, compromised, restless.  That does
not give security or tranquility.  That has a lot of risk or danger. 

azazel
It is one of the names given to the fallen angel or demon.  It is also called Azael.  Attractive and seductive demon.  It is a
name of Hebrew origin that means Created or made by God, creature of God or "whom God strengthens", "strength of
God".  You can also translate "scapegoat" or "emissary's goat"

azcapotzalco
Azcapotzalco is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Azcapotzalco; is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>In
language Nahuatl meaning mound of ants, Mount of ants, Ant. It is one of the 16 places in that city of Mexico is divided.
It has 65 blocks.

azekah
He was one of the last Philistine peoples to fall in Joshua's time, according to the Holy Bible.  It is currently located near
hebron street.

azella
It is the acronym for The Arizona English Language Learner Assessment.

azer
He is a character from Persian mythology and has many traits similar to Joseph, the husband of Mary and Father of
Jesus.  She is the protagonist of a Legend where her wife is named Dogdon, who was pregnant by god's grace and had
a son named Ibrahim-Zer-Ateucht, who also appears to be Zoroaster.

azerbaiyana
A person or woman who is a native of Azerbaijan.  Azeri.  Related to Azerbaijan. 

azerbaiyano
It means that he is a native of Azerbaijan, an Eastern European country.  Concerning Azerbaijan . 



azerí
It means Azerbaijani, which is originally from Azerbaijan, related to Azerbaijan.  It is also the language they speak in that
country. 

azia
In Portuguese it is heartburn or heartburn.  It was the name of an ancient Turkish city.

azianoi
It was a sacred site, dedicated to the worship of several Roman gods, including Jupiter.  It was erected in Hadrian's time
and remained in present-day Turkey near Nif.

azimus
It was the name of a town and a Greek fortress, in the present-day Balkan territories (Albania and Macedonia).

azir
Azir is a magician and a video game warrior.  He is known as the Emperor of the Sands.  He nearly attained immortality.
 Emperor Shurima of the remote past.

aziris
AZIRIS or AZIL1S is a district according Herodotus and, according to later writers a city or village in the coast of
Marmarica, in the border E. of Cyrenaica, in N. Africa, opposite the island of stalls. Herodotus tells us that it was
colonized by Battus and his followers two years after its first settlement in Platea, AC 638.

aznachos
Colloquial way of calling supporters of Aznar in Spain.

aznarato
It refers to the government regime led by José María Aznar in Spain. 

aznariana
You mean relative to Aznar.  Aznar's way. 

aznarismo
Movement that follows the political postulates of José María Aznar in Spain. 

azo
Azo is a suffix to the Spanish language that serves to form augmentative, to form derogatory or to indicate shock.

azoe
nitrogen is incorrectly written and it should be written as Azot (with accent).  being its meaning: the correct term is
nitrogen.  It is the name that was given to nitrogen in antiquity.

azogue



Natural form of mercury.  Natural mercury.

azole
I think that the question is to work the Quicksilver.  Quicksilver is the same mercury.  Element used in artisanal gold
mining.  It is mu polluting water sources. Azoles are some antifungal, fungal medications.

azolve
It can be an accumulation of garbage or mud that obstructs a stream or a duct.  Mass runoff, landslide.  Wall , dam . 

azon
Azon or AZON was a code or signal resulting from the abbreviation of azimuth Only (  " Only 34 azimuth;  ) used in the
second world war for the first weapons directed or guided by the allies. At that time you could only have a single
objective or target, therefore the coordinates of the point that was attacked were determined. Point of impact...

azor
It means that it grabs, it catches, It is a Latin vulgarism of Acceptor.  It is one of the popular names of a bird of prey of
daytime habits.  It is also known as a hawk and in some cases as a dove.  There are several species and all belong to
the genus Accipiter and the family Accipitridae .  Some species of medium-sized raptors of the genera Geranospiza and
Lophotriorchis are also said to be azores.  There are them in America, Asia and Europe.  In Colombia there are at least
6 species called azor : azor de Cooper , tiny azor, bicolor azor, azor collarejo , mountainzor, junglezor.  They live in
wooded areas and can catch prey in flight.

azora
Inflection of whipping.  It means confuse, scare, turbar, disorient, excel.  It is also the name of each of the 114 chapters
of the Koran.  Another name it gets is Sura.

azorado
In Colombia it means fearful, fearful, disturbed, hesitant, indecisive, dazed, frightened, confused.  It means it's not
decided.  Inflection of azor, which means to confuse, scare, frighten, stun, disturb.

azores
Azores is the plural of Azor.  It is one of the names given to the Hawk, kite or Falcon whose scientific name is Accipiter
gentilis, belonging to the family Accipitridae.

azorrillada
It's a tipping into flawing.  It means giving the appearance or smell of skunk.  Give bad smell or taste to something. 
Apply odor-generating substance to repel some animals or people.  It is also used as a synonym for scaring, scaring,
terrorizing.  For some substances, especially drinkable, lose the good taste, acquire an unpleasant taste.

azorrillado
It means that it expels bad smell, that smells bad, that smells fetid.  It smells like skunk.

azot
Azot, in Turkish language means Nitrtogeno (chemical element).  Main gas component of the air (78%) and is present in
all living tissues.  Chemical symbol N and atomic number 7.



azotaína
Set of lashes or lashes that are violated as punishment.  Tunda,, fuetera, beating, punishment,, soba.

azote
The punishment is inflicted with a whip.  Lash, correazo.  It is also used as a synonym for calamity, plague, epidemic,
punishment, scourge.

azoturia
It is an equine disease characterized by cramps or spasms, which makes it appear that they were whipping him.  It
usually manifests itself in the back oars (legs or limbs). 

azouragan
Cleaning day of the pyres and bonfires.  It was a feast of the ancient Persians that was celebrated on the ninth day of
the ninth month (Adour) of each year.

azoyú
azoyú is incorrectly written and should be written as "Azoyú ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Azoyú is a Mexican
town in the State of Guerrero.  Nahuatl language means " Place where the water turns into mud ".  It is famous because
there were famous codices of the Mixtec culture.

azpilicueta
It is a surname of Basque origin.  Name of a Basque population, belonging to the Baztan Valley, in Navarra.  Last name
of a Spanish footballer.  who plays in le Chelsea, named César Azpilicueta Tanco. 

azrael
For Jews and Muslims it is the Angel of death.  It is also called Abu Yaria and Persians say Mordad.  It is listed as an
Archangel.

azteca
Name of a very advanced pre-Columbian town and empire that populated much of the current territory of Mexico.  It was
also called Mexica.  Name of a private television company in Mexico that has several channels, varied programming and
is owned by Grupo Salinas.  Name of beer from Mexico .  Name of a stadium in Mexico City D.  F .   It is the largest in
Mexico. 

aztequismo
It means term used by the Aztecs.  It could also be called Nahuatlism.  Words or terms that come from the Aztec or
Nahuatl.  It could even be considered synonymous with mexicanismo or ancestral mexicanismo. 

aztlán
It means place of the heron, place where there are herons.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin and was the name of a
mythological island of the Mixyeca or Aztec culture. 

azua
Azua or Azua, in the Dominican Republic, is the name of a city and one of its provinces.  Also called Azua de
Compostela or Azua de Compostela, the city.  The meaning of azua meaning is corn chicha, fermented and is a term of



Taíno origin.

azua de compostela
It is the full name of a city in Dominican Republic, also known as the capital of the province also called Azua, Azua.  The
word Compostela means field of stars, starry field.

azuayo
It means native of Azuay (a province of Ecuador).  Relating to Azuay , which belongs to Azuay or which resides there . 

azucar
sugar is incorrectly written, and should be written as sugar (with accent).  being its meaning: the correct term is sugar
(with accent).  Product consisting of a powder white and sweet, refined cane.  It is chemically the same sucrose.  Sweet,
syrup.

azucarado
It means sweet, it's been added to a lot of sugar.  It contains a lot of sugar or a lot of sweet.  Sweetened.

azucarera
Container in which sugar is stored.  Concerning sugar .  In Colombia relative to Deportivo Cali .  Nickname of a player of
the women's soccer team of Deportivo Cali. 

azucarero
Concerning sugar .  In Colombia nickname that is given to the fan of Deportivo Cali.  In Colombia it is also a way of
calling a species of bird, which is popularly called banana or warbler.  Its scientific name is Coereba flaveola.  It belongs
to the family Coerebidae (genus Coereba). 

azucena
It is a woman's name of Arab origin.  refer to the lily flower.  It means pure and chaste or as beautiful as the flower. 
Some consider it as a variant of Susan.  Name of a plant of the family Liliaceae, with flared white flowers.  Its scientific
name is Lilium candidum, and it is known as lily, white lily, St. Joseph's rod or lily

azucera
A person who incites or incites to attack or fight.  That incites or instigates.  Incitement, stimulator, instigator, achuchera. 

azud
It is a type of hydraulic construction, which is used to raise the level of water and allow irrigation by canals.  It can also
be a machine that produces the same effect.  Dam, dam, dam.

azuela
It is a type of tool used especially by carpenters.  It consists of a metal plate with edge (especially it can be steel) and a
handle.  It serves to rough, smooth or hollow wood.  Type of short-handled axe. 

azufaifa
Fruit of the jinjolero or jujube.  It is a type of exotic fruit that is also known as red date or jujuba.  Other ways to call it are



jujube, azofaito, jínjol, zaozí, Chinese date or chichourle.  It is a medium and thorny tree.  Its scientific name is Zizyphus
jujuba and it belongs to the Rhamnaceae family.  The fruit is sweet and with it jams are prepared. 

azufaifas
Plural of jujube .  Fruit of the jinjolero or jujube.  It is a type of exotic fruit that is also known as red date or jujuba.  Itras
ways of calling it is jujube or jínjol, zaozí, Chinese date or chichourle.  It is a medium and thorny tree.  Its scientific name
is Zizyphus jujuba and it belongs to the Rhamnaceae family.  The fruit is sweet and with it jams are prepared. 

azufaifos
Plural azuifo , It is one of the names of a medicinal plant that is also called cat's claw, jujuba, gurrupia or white bramble,

azul
In Colombia agents of transit of several cities (including Medellin-Bucaramanga, Villavicencio).  Color Indigo, turquoise,
indigo, zarco, bluish, Blackthorn.  In Colombia be blue is to be no way to defend themselves or ripostar, be stunned. 
Fan of millionaires, the Colombian soccer champion.

azulejo
Colombia is synonymous with sanitary ware, porcelain, tile, glazed clay.  It is also one of the common names of a bird
very abundant in Colombia.  It is also called arrocerito-indigo, azulillo, bluish Tanager.  The mountain tile is the Bluebird
currucoides of the Turdidae family.  Name of a Colombian tropical song.  Fan or follower of a Toronto baseball team.

azuleños
It means born or resident in Callvú Leovú ( name indigenous original which means blue ) It is a town in the greater
Buenos Aires.

azumbre
It was the name of an old volume measurement used in Spain.  It was equivalent to 4 quarters or approximately 2 liters
in the Basque Country, Castilla and Valencia.  It is clarified that the measure was not exactly the same in all regions
despite having the same name.  Even in San Sebastian it was more than 2, 5 liters.

azura
It's a woman's name and it means blue sky.

azuza
It is an inflection of fuelling.  Means instigating, spur, incite, encourage, harass.

azuzar
It is the action of spur, encourage or abet an animal to walk faster or to attack.  Stimulate, encourage.  It is also to
harass, harass, irritate, Excite, torment, shake.  Inciting two people to that peleen.

azuzarlo
It is an inflection of fuelling.  Means spur, incite, instigate, encourage, encourage, harass.

azúcar



Name of a television series in Colombia, presented in 1989.  Expression of joy that Celia Cruz emitted in the middle of
her musical presentations.  Very common ingredient in the cuisine of all countries, which is used to sweeten and can be
obtained basically from cane or beetroot.  Sucrose.  It is a word of Arabic origin meaning grit.  Chemically it is a
disaccharide formed by a molecule of glucose and one of fructose. 

azzi
It is a surname of Lebanese origin.  Typical Lebanese food.  Last name of a Venezuelan astrologer, named Adriana
Azzi.

azzurra
It's a word in Italian, which means blue, sky blue.  Name with which the Italian national football team is known.  It is also
a woman's name, with the same origin and meaning.  Official color of the House of Savoy.

ábside
It is a part of the church, vaulted ceiling, where usually the altar is located.  part of the church where the altar is. 

ácagua
The correct term is Achagua.  The name of an indigenous people is Colombo-venezolano.  that it lies on the shores of
the Arauca, Meta, Casanare and Apure rivers.  Common surname among these same Indians.

ácana
In botany it is one of the names given to a tree.  It is also called balatá, balata, ausubo, massarabanduba, maçaranduba
or quinilla.  Its scientific name is Manilkara bidentata and belongs to the Sapotaceae family.  It has very resistant woods.

ácanas
You want to say without reeds.  It is the plural of acana.  It is one of the common name of a tree which also told acana,
hacana or jacana.  Its scientific name is Pouteria multiflora and belongs to the family Sapotaceae.  It is a timber tree
native to Jamaica and edible fruits.  He also tells acana or sapodilla tree gum, Mailkara zapota of the same family
Sapotaceae (Mexico and Central America).

ácere
It is one of the names used for the Maple.  The latin word means sharp.  It is a tree genus Acer and the family
Sapindaceae.  It also receives the names of Acer, maple, Fireburst, Red Maple, Canadian Maple.

ácero
In Ornitology refers to a specimen of a genus of birds ( Aceros ) of the family Bucerotidae .  They are known as coves or
caos and the Greek word means no antlers, no horns, no horns.

ácido ascórbico
It is an organic acid, also known as Vitamin C or antiscorbutic.  It is a great antioxidant and great complement to the
immune system. 

ácimo
It's a kind of hard bread that has no yeast.  Type of bread used in religious rites. 



ácoro
In Botany it is the name of a plant similar to reeds, it is aquatic and belonging to the genus Acorus.  They are known as
Calamos, reeds or aquatic callamos.  The scientific name is Acorus calamus and they are from the family Acoraceae.  It
has medicinal uses.  It is also used as a filter material in wastewater treatments the same as Phragmitis comunis.  It was
formerly classified as an aberrant member of the Araceae family, but this term does not exist in the current taxonomy.

ácrata
Person who does not recognize any kind of authority.  He does not accept rulers, nor forms of power.  Anarchist.

ácrono
It means timeless, timeless, out of temporality.  It can be considered as synonymous with eternal, permanent, perpetual,
perennial, enduring, lasting, endless, constant, continuous.  It does not submit to time, or that is not measured in time.  It
doesn't affect over time.

ádito
It was part of a temple that could only enter the priest in ancient times.  Adyton, adytum or dark area of the temple.  I
was used in antiquity for the worship offerings.  The adito was a very quiet part of a temple.

áfaca
It is the same yellow pea or yellow almorta.  it is a legume plant and its fruit.  Its scientific name is Lathyrus aphaca and
it belongs to the Fabaceae family.  By many it is considered a weed. 

áfidos
It is a family of insects considered pests.  They are known as aphids and are phytopathogenic.  It is the Spanishization
of term Aphididae, which is the name of the family of these insects.

ágape
It means dinner tribute Banquet, meal among friends.  Meeting to show affection or unit among the attendees.  Feast,
binge, treat, treat, francachela.

ágora
Public square or part of the public market where citizens and philosophers gathered in the ancient Greece to discuss
issues.  It was also the name of an ancient city in Greece in the Thracian Chersonesus (Peninsula Thrace, continental
island).

ágrafo
It can mean that it has no writing or graphs (referring to a dialect, language or a language).  You don't write or it's hard
for you to do it. 

águila
Eagle or Eagle, in the game of Golf, is to make a hole two strokes under the pair of the same, meaning that if a hole is a
par 5, Eagle is to do it with only 3 hits.  Two strokes under the par of the hole in golf.  Bird of prey excellent view, fast
flight and claws on their feet, which belongs to the family Accipitridae.

águila cuaresmera



It is also called a hawk or eagle aliancha.  Its scientific name is Buteo platypterus and it belongs to the family
Accipitridae.  It is a migratory bird that from Canada (Alberta) travels to the south of Brazil.  In Colombia its passage
coincides with the season of Lent and hence this endemic name in my land of Tolima.  It is also called chapulinera eagle
or lobster, because it is acridófaga.  It is a species that helps the biological control of pests such as grasshoppers,
locusts and rodents. 

águilas
It is the plural of Eagle.  In the game of golf are holes that take the ball in two strokes under the par.  Birds of prey of
great vision and rapid flight.  It is the symbol of the Majesty, power and victory.  They are in the family Accipitridae.

álbum
It is the name given to a collection of musical records by the same artist or composer.  It is also the name given to a type
of book, blank or with some subdivisions in which photographs, stamps or stamps, banknotes or adhesive sheets can be
placed in an orderly manner.  Book or card in which special and numbered figurines are glued in an orderly manner. 

álex
It is a male name of Greek origin.  It means the defender, the protector.  It is also apocope of the name Alexander, which
has the same origin and meaning.  Many people with this name, write it without the tilde.  In Colombia, who is called
Alejandro, we also call Alejo.

álgido
In Colombia we use it as synonymous with critical, crucial, serious, worrisome, Supreme, highlight important.  It also
means icy cold, icy, glacial, tree, seized up.

álimo
It is one of the common names of a foraging shrub of the family Quenopodicaeae (or Chenopodiaceae).  It receives
other common names such as orzaga, armuelle, marismo, salgada, salgadera, sagra, salty, white-white.  Its scientific
name is Atriplex halimus. 

álula
It is each of the small feathers that make up the front of the bird's wing.  Diminutive and derogatory wing.  It is also the
name of a town in Arabia, in the Province of Medina, which is also called Al-Ula. 

ámbares
Amber is the plural of amber.  Yellow color.  Amber is the yellow color range.

ámbito
Space and set of people where some facts are presented.  Territory , medium , circle , environment , environment . 

ándele
It is an inflection of walking.  It means walking, moving, moving.  In Colombia it is a way to demand greater speed when
walking or walking.  It is equivalent to hurry.  Expression to demand more haste. 

ánfora
In Colombia and Bolivia it is the same as urn, ark, box.  It can also mean receptacle, arch.  It is a type of long clay



vessel, tall, narrow and cylindrical, conical base.  It was used by the Greeks and Romans to transport food.  Pitcher.  It
was also an old capacity measure that equaled 24 litres.

ánforas
Plural of amphora .  It means long-necked mud pot, special for packaging liquids.  They usually have two handles. 
Cann, muja, tinaja.

ángel
Outside of your own name, it can also mean sympathy, grace, charisma.

ángel caído
According to Christian tradition, he is an angel who has been expelled from heaven for disobeying or rebelling against
God's commands.   In some texts he is referred to as Azazel, which means in Hebrew, The Lord of the Lions.  It can also
be associated with the goat meanings of emissary or scapegoat.  The biblical accounts reflect that there were many of
them and that among them there was one named Azazel.  They were punished by tearing off their wings. 

ángeles
It is a woman's name of Greek origin and means sent by God.  Plural of angel .  Messengers of Allaah according to the
holy Bible.  spiritual, supernatural and immaterial beings, whose function is to serve God.

ángor
In Angor Medicine or better yet Angor Péctoris is the way to call Angina Pectoris, which is a heart condition due to lack
of oxygen supply in the blood to the heart muscle.  Also called Cardiac Ischemia or Coronary Ischemia.  Angor or
Angora was the ancient Castilianization of Ankara, the Capital and Central Region of Turkey.  Angor or Angkor is the
name of a city and a region of Cambodia. 

ánima
Soul of the deceased who are in purgatory.  Spirit that believes itself wanders in the environment.  Spirit, ente, soul,
fright, ghost.  It can also be the hollow or mouth of a cannon.

ápice
In Botany mean extreme tip.  It also means particle, very small fragment of something.

árbol
It is a plant that has woody stem and more than 3 metres in height.  Fuste, plural shafts or fustal.  It also means axis,
Center gear.

árbol del incienso
It is the common name of a shrub plant, whose scientific name is Boswellia sacra.  It belongs to the genus Boswellia or
Garuga and the family Burseraceae.  It has a very aromatic resin.  It is widely used in Ayurvedic medicine. 

árduo
The correct term is arduous, without tilde.  It means laborious, painful, difficult, complicated, thorny.  In Colombia we
also say dangerous, difficult. 



árganas
Wooden andas that are used to transport building materials.  Argagons, arganas, saddlebags.  In Colombia it is a
wooden frame like a drawer that is placed to donkeys to transport construction materials.  It also means hip.  tail, tail,
rear. 

árguenas
Litter of wood that are used to transport building materials.  Bard, Wicker, saddlebags.

áridos
Mean dry, infertile, barren, sterile, deserts, desolate, unproductive.  It is also used to designate a group of dry products,
usually grains.  It is also synonymous with monotonous, boring, annoying, annoying.

árnicas
A group of plants belonging to the genus Arnica of the family Asteraceae.  There are approximately 30 species.  They
are mostly perennial and herbaceous.  It means that they make you sneeze.  They are used in traditional medicine to
soothe swellings and pains caused by bumps or bruises, thanks to a lactone called helenalin they contain, which is a
very potent anti-inflammatory. 

ártico
It means where there are bears.  It usually refers to the North Pole and the fact that in the Northern Hemisphere the
constellations Ursa Major and Ursa Minor are seen in the night sky and serve as orientation for sailors.  Cold, frozen. 

áspid
It is one of the common names of a European poisonous serpent or snake.  They also say aspic, ASP, or ASP Viper.  Its
scientific name is Vipera aspis and belongs to the Viperidae family.  It is wrong to tell you ASP, aspic or ASP to all
snakes.  There is also a snake called Cobra Egyptian or "ASP of Cleopatra".  This species has the scientific name of
Naja haje and belongs to the family Elapidae (isn't Viperidae).

ástaco
It's a way of calling the freshwater crab.  It was the name of an ancient Greek city in Bithyny, which was near
present-day Izmit, in Turkey.  It is also the name of a municipality of Greece, in the Peripheral Unit of Aetolia-Acarnania. 
It lies east of the Ionian Sea.  In Byzantine times it was called Dragamesto. 

átomo
You want to say something very small portion.  Very small fragment, dust particle.  In chemistry, is the smallest portion
of a chemical element that retains all its properties.  You want to say without division, indivisible without it losing its
characteristics.

átomos
Very small particles, dust.  Very small amount of something.  In physics and chemistry is the smallest particle of a
chemical element, which maintains all its natural characteristics and may react chemically.

áura
aura is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Aura" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Aura ( It has no
tilde ). Aura is the same that aura, breath, breath, breath, reputation, recognition, popularity, fame, fame.



áurea capa
The correct term is Aurea layer or layer Aurea. It is each one of the levels of consciousness, also called layers or auricos
bodies. They are seven, namely: physical, vital, astral, Ethereal mental inferior, superior mental and spiritual.

áureo
It means that it looks like gold, which is golden in color.  It shines like gold or it is the color of gold.  Type of
staphylococcus that is lethal (Staphylococcus aureus), golden staphylococcus or staphylococcus aureus. 

ávido
It means that it shows or demonstrates many desires or cravings.  Anxious, eager, ambitious.  What requires or needs. 
Who has appetites or longings.

b
In Anglo-Saxon musical notation ( Music ), it is equivalent to the note Yes .   It is also a symbol or abbreviation for
several units of measure, specifically in Physics.  The belio, which in Physics is a sonoira unit and equals 10 decibels or
decibels.  It is also called Bell or bell.  Abbreviation of Barn a unit of surface .  It is used in Particle Physics and is
equivalent to 100 square gauges.  Representation of a magnetic field.  In Computer Science is the representation or
symbol of Bit .  In Chemistry is the symbol of the Boro.  Second emergency plan or plan.  Vitamin group, vitamin
complex.  Second letter of our alphabet. 

baati
In northern India is a hard unleavened bread. 

baba
Secretion which have some animals like for example the snail, to keep it moist.  Abundant saliva.  Exudation, rubber or
resin from the plants. In Colombia also is told Baba or stifle the Caiman crocodilus, which is a common, carnivorous
reptile in the rivers of the plain.  It receives other names such as Cayman's glasses, cachirre, white, guagipal.  It belongs
to the family Alligatoridae.

babacoto
The babacoto or babakoto, also called indri, is a lemurido of Madagascar, its scientific name is Indri indri and belongs to
the family Indriidae.  It is the largest of the lemur that exists.

babaje
It is a term that is often used as Bastimentos, abio, luncheon meat, or lightweight luggage on a trip. The backpacker
luggage.

babakoto
It is one of the common names that receives in Madagascar a lemur or indri.  It is a prosimio of the family Indriidae.  Its
scientific name is Indri indri.  In indigenous language means grandfather or elder.

babal
Site where abound the babas, stifle or cachirres.  The baba is a reptile of the family of the Caymans but of smaller size
and that abounds in the calos and rivers of the eastern plains of Colombia.



babanu
In Romania it is a surname.  It is the surname of a Romanian singer, named Marius Babanu.  He has his own band and
record agency with the same name.  Entrance or reception of the old palaces in Mesopotamia.

babau
It is one of the characters in the game of dungeons and Dragons ( Coconut ).

babayu
It means foolish, silly, silly, stupid, idiotic. It says babayaes. It is used in Asturias.

babaza
Baba generated by mollusks and some plants.  It is also called limaza or limaco.  Slug .  In Salamanca, Spain, dew of
the prairie.  Transparent and sticky substance. 

babazorro
Nickname of fans of Deportivo Alavés a Spanish football team.  Also nickname of the natives of the Province of Alava in
Spain. 

babeamos
It is an inflection of drooling.  It means produce enough saliva.  It means be enthralled with someone, take the baba,
obnubilado.

babean
It is an inflection of drooling.  It means take the baba, be astonished info, parallel, intoxicated.

babeica
Goofy person, of little character.  Fool, fool.  You slimy, you slime.  Name of the horse of El Cid Champion .

babel
Name of an ancient city in Babylon, founded by Nimrod.  Biblical place where it was intended to build a tower that would
reach heaven.  Place of much chaos and confusion, with many people and where everyone talks run over.  Name of a
film by Mexican Alejandro González Iñárritu, filmed in 2006.  Name of a language courses. 

babeque
It is the name of a secondary school, in the sector of Gascue, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.

babera
Babera or bib is a piece of fabric that is placed to babies when they are small to collect excess saliva product of the
dentition.

babera desparramado
scattered babera is incorrectly written and should be written as "Sprawling Babera." being its meaning:<br>I think it's
better to tell scattered Babera. Anyway you want to denote the part of the helmet covering the mouth, which was
generally of metal lamellae, was destroyed in a coup and its parts were irrigated by the soil. Consequences of a duel



between Knights.

babeta
They are metal finishes that are placed in the roof buildings.  It is a term used in Argentina and Uruguay.  In Colombia
we call them flannels.  It can also be a large rectangular section paste or noodle class.

babeteo
Inflection of Babetear.  Action of drooling, babas lend.

babilla
Colombia is one of the common names receiving a lizard like the Cayman, but smaller.  Its scientific name is Caiman
crocodilus and belongs to the family Alligatoridae.  other common names such as: baba, Cayman's glasses, cachirre,
stifle, white, guagipal.  Oil slang means loving women (if the man referred to say Cayman, machucante).  It is a
diminutive of baba.

babilonia
Name of a city of ancient Mesopotamia.  Name of an ancient Kingdom in Mesopotamia.  Surname of Spanish origin. 
Surname of several characters in the Works of Gabriel García Márquez (especially Mauricio and Aureliano Babilonia in
One Hundred Years of Solitude). 

babilonica
The correct term is Babylonian, always with tilde.  It means related to Babylon.

babilonios
People who settled in Mesopotamia.  Persian people.  Who belong to Babylon, were born or resided in it.  Denomination
of the people who lived in the Babylonian empire, which happened to the Akkadian and preceded the Persian, in ancient
Mesopotamia.

babiya
In some parts of Colombia (especially in the Eastern Plains), it is a jocosal and colloquial way of referring to the
mistress.  It is also called Babilla or babiyá (by easy babe).  Lover, concubine, dear, waitress.  It is taken as the female
alligator, which in Colombia in addition to being the name of an aquatic reptile, is also the way to refer to the male lover. 

babosa
That you have or produce much baba.  Silly, silly, awkward person who does or says crap.  Terrestrial gastropod
mollusk which is a pest in crops.

babosito
Having babas, that drain you the babas.  Slimy.  By extension, it makes reference to a child, or a person to which do not
pay much attention.  Insignificant.  No importance or value.

baboso
It means that it produces a lot of drool or saliva.  In Colombia it is another way of referring to a fool, silly or slow.  Inept,
incapable, of little intelligence. 



baboza
The correct term is slug, with s.  Woman or person who has many babas.  Of excessive salivation.  The snail family
invertebrate animal.  Gastropod mollusk, that lacks carapace or shell.  It also tells them taveras, limacos or deroceras.  It
is also one of the common names of a plant whose scientific name is Parietaria judaica, of the family Urticaceae.

babuino
It's one of the common names of a primate.  It can also be called a papyrus.  Sometimes the term papion is also used
for mandrel and gelada.  The scientific name of the baboon itself is Papio hamadryas and belongs to the family
Cercopithecidae.

babuinos
It is the name given to a group of apes guenons ( Cercopithecidae. ) of the genus Papio, so also are often called
Baboon. This name becomes even cover up to Mandril.En Italy say " Il Babbuino " one of the talking statues of Rome.

babyshower
It is an English language term that means party before the birth of a baby.  It brings together family and friends of the
mother-to-be to give her many gifts for the unborn baby. 

baca
Name given to the fruit of the bay leaf, which is a berry.  Basket or luggage rack of a car.  Waterproof cover that protects
luggage in a car or stagecoach. 

bacabe
It is one of the common or vernacular names receiving a Palm, also known as bacaba, milpesito, milpesillo, ungurahua,
pataba, palma milpesos, unamo or stop.  Its scientific name is Oenocarpus bataua and belongs to the family Arecaceae.
 Its fruits are edible and oil is extracted from it also.  The Bacabe Palm is found from Panama to Brazil and is common in
Colombia, especially in the Amazon.

bacal
The Chapel, is the spine of 40 corn cob; residual central after shelling ) part.  In Colombia we say tusa or cob.  In Chile
say cob and Mexico COB or marlo.

bacalear
It means caressing, groping.  Touching that is done with the hands.  . 

bacanales
Plural of bacanal .  They are very boisterous and unbridled parties.  Francachelas, revelry, debaucheries, parrandas,.

bacanp
bacanp is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Cool" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is cool.  In
Colombia is a person that is characterized by being good people, good vibe, collaborator, charitable, philanthropist. In
Argentina means magnificence, lechuguino, millionaire.

bacata
The correct term is Bacatá, with tilde at the end.  It is the name of one of the Zybyn or territories in which a Zipazgo was



divided, within the Muisca Confederation.  It covered the entire Savanna of Bogota.  It is the ancient indigenous name of
Bogotá.  Name of the tallest building in Bogota.

bacatá
It is the name of one of the Zybyn or territories in which a Zipazgo was divided, within the Muisca Confederation.  It
covered the entire Savanna of Bogota.  It is the ancient indigenous name of Bogotá.  Name of the tallest building in
Bogota.  Name of an Equestrian Club of Bogota .

bacán
In Colombia it is the term to appoint someone helpful, attentive, cultured, supportive, good friend, respectful.  Person
who is characterized by having many positive qualities. 

bacenilla
In Colombia it is called bacenilla or bacinilla to a receptacle in which you can urinate.  We also popularly call it mica or
urinal.  Diminutive of bacin.  Potty.  It is used for the nocturnal urination of children and patients. 

bacero
Bacero, is an inhabitant of persons born in Baza, Granada, Spain.  Bacero is also a member of the Judicial party of
Baza. It is the name of a Hotel in the city of Wroclaw, in Poland. It may be the question for bracero.  Colombia farm
worker is a person who helps load with arms can be a ship or truck.  It also tells loaders.

bacha
Sanitary element in which hands or snout are washed.  Laundry room, dishwasher, sink, sink, palangana.  A butt or
traces of a tobacco or cigarette can also be called a pothole.  It is also a surname of Lebanese origin. 

bachaco
In the Llanos of Colombia and Venezuela is one of the common names that receive local Ant or cutting Ant.  It is a very
laborious, but quite harmful Ant for crops and gardens.  It also said bachaco or culón bachaco an Ant which is edible in
Colombia.  Its scientific name is Atta laevigata and belongs to the family Formicidae.  Receives the names of culona,
mayera, grasshopper and chicatana.  Traditionally it has been food by Guanes Indians in the region of Santander in
Colombia.  They are called mayeras because they appear with greater frequency and intensity in the month of May and
are very desired for consumption in several regions of Colombia.  Santander Ant.

bachaquero
In the Plains of Colombia it means anthill.  Nest of bachacos or ants, especially of arrieraant ants.

bacheletista
A person who is politically a follower of Michelle Bachelet.  Chilean adept to Bachelet.  That belongs to or practices the
doctrines of Bacheletism.  Person who in Chile belongs to the political movement Horizon Ciudadano . 

bachiano
Concerning Bach .  Belonging to or relating to Johann Sebastian Bach, the German musician or his work. 

bachiller
You are the student who has successfully completed Middle School, Secondary Education, or Baccalaureate.  Young



man who has passed the eleventh grade and graduated.

bachillerato
In Colombia it is the degree obtained by finishing Middle Education or Secondary Education; previously amounted to
passing the sixth of high school and which today is called the eleventh grade.  Bachelor.  Without this degree or degree
you cannot enter Higher education or university.  Previously primary education was said to the first five grades that were
studied in a school and the secondary school was six years old and was usually done in a school.  Currently basic
education goes up to the ninth grade, so it is considered that the high school or middle school stage is only grades ten
and eleven.

bacilante
bacilante is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Vacilante" being its meaning:<br>It should be written with V. It
is an adjective used to denote indecision, doubt. Also to say a person or animal to walk or move she is wobbling,
swinging, rocking, faltering. Regarding the talk means hesitation, stuttering. In Colombia, it also means making fun of
someone, take it from the hair. Funny.

bacile
The correct term is hesitate.  Inflection of hesitation, which means wavering, be undecided.  It is also synonymous with
enjoyment, lance, romance short.  Basile, with s is a surname of Italian origin.  Aldo Basile is Colombian and Argentine
Alfio Basile.

baciloforme
baciloforme is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Baciliforme" as meaning:<br>The correct term is bacilliform.
It means in the form of cane.

bacinadas
In geology it means shaped bowl, Vase-shaped.  It refers to a form of the land.  This form can be client with possible
subsidence of the ground.  Commode, bacina.

bacinete
It was the name of one of the armor used by the knights who helps protect the head as a helmet or helmet.

bacinica
Diminutive bacín.  It is a small container or vessel, usually metallic or plastic, in which physiological needs are made at
night hours.  Night cup, duck, bacinilla, bacon.  It is mostly used by children or sick.  In Colombia we also say vasenilla
(derived from night glass) or mica.

bacinilla
Diminutive bacín.  It is a small container or vessel, usually metallic or plastic, in which physiological needs are made at
night hours.  Night cup, duck, bacinica, bacon.  It is mostly used by children or sick.  In Colombia we also say vasenilla
(derived from night glass) or mica.

bacín
It means urinal (usually high and cylindrical in shape).  Previously it was a glass or ceramic vessel of generally conical or
cylindrical shape in which excreta and urine were collected from humans.  It is also called bacinejo, bacinilla, zambullo,
tito, dompedro, vaso.  , 



back
Back is a word that has many meanings in English.  It means back, back, back, part back, reverse, reverse, back, back,
back.

backwardness
It is an English word which means darkness.

bacopa
In Botany it is the name of a genus of plants and the common name of a plant.  They are from the family
Plantaginaceae.  It is also known as water swab, brahmi, baby tear, pork verdolaga.  Its scientific name is Bacopa
monnieri.  The word is of Caribbean origin and was the name of a Indigenous Taíno from French Guiana.  In some parts
in Papiamento means banana (by bacova or bacoba).  The plant is for medicinal uses and serves to treat epilepsy and
asthma.

bacoreta
In biology, it is one of the common names for a marine teleost fish.  It belongs to the Scombridae family.  It is similar to
tuna.  It belongs to the genus Euthynnus. 

bacova
You can say bacova, but it's better baroom.  In Papiamento language it means banana, banana or guineo.  Its scientific
name is Musa sp or Musa x paradisiaca .  It belongs to the family Musaceae.  It is a very apploalike fruit and is also
called banana.

bacura
Bacura is the name of a huge Black Panther who is the mascot of the Kuja pirates or tribe of the nine snakes ( Series
animated Japanese ).

bacú
It is another way of calling Baku, the capital of Azerbaijan.

bada
It means rhino, rhinoceros.  In Korean it means sea or ocean.  It is the name of a Korean singer, named Choi Sung-hee. 
It is also known as Sea. 

badajo
It's the same as cowbell or shear.  Metal part that hangs freely on a bell to when hitting strikes or generates sounds.

badal
It is the name of a Barcelona metro station.  Hook that is used to drag woods with horses or also a tourniquet that is
used to prevent moving the change the horseshoes.  It is also the name of a locality of India, in the State of Chhattisgarh
and the name of an action film from that same country.  Last name of a Hindu politician, whose full name is Parkash
Singh Badal.  Badal is also Male Name in Arab Countries (In Oman there is a Cricket player named Badal Kumar
Singh).

badana



It is a type of soft leather, usually sheep or sheep.  Leather of a cauchera or Slingshot.

badano
It is the name of an Argentine town in the province of Buenos Aires.  The name of a station on the Buenos Aires Metro. 
It is an Italian surname.  Chiara Badano was an Italian teenager who died of cancer and is in the process of
canonization.

badava
In Croatian language means free.  In Sanskrit Language means mare (female horse) .  It is also the name of a goddess,
known as Vádabagni, Vádaba or Ninfa Ashwini, the wife of the god Sol or Vivasvat.  Goddess of underwater fire, from
the caverns of the infernal regions i.e. volcanoes.  Hindu name of a constellation known in the West as Equuleus (
Horsehead).

baddeleyita
It is the name of a zirconium oxide which is located in the former Ceylon (today Sri Lanka).  It is also known as the
mineral, reitingerita.

badea
In Colombia is the name of a very delicious fruit that belongs to the family Passifloraceae.  Its scientific name is
Passiflora quadrangularis and is also known as corvejo, giant tumbo, motorro, parcha, or quijon.  It is an inflection of
badear, which means passing a River through the water without using bridges.

badeón
Badea Augmentative .  In Colombia it is a fruit of exquisite flavor.  It is also called a giant quijón or tumbo.  Its scientific
name is Passiflora quadrangularis.  It belongs to the family Passifloraceae.  Bedeón, is also a surname of indigenous
origin very common in the central part of Peru and in Ecuador.

badé
It is the name of an African people or étnia and its language.  They are found in the States of Yobe and Jigawa, In
Nigeria.  It is also so called its territory or region, which administratively is like an emirate.  The Badé language is
classified as Afro-Asian, Chadic.

badirafuato
badirafuato is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Badiraguato" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Badiraguato. It is the name of a municipality in the State of Sinaloa and is about 80 Km from Culiacan.

badulaque
Says badulaque a person without trial, saying inconsistent things and without reason.  Mequetrefe, foolish, stupid,
idiotic, unconscious, inconsistent, senseless, tamper.  It is also in some untimely, inconstant, informal.

bafuroso
It means it's not clean or neat.  It means pork, filthy, filthy, unscraous, dirty.

bagaces
It is the name of the fourth Canton in the Province of Guanacaste in Costa Rica.  It is also the name given to a white



cheese from that same region.  It is compact and hard, so it is consumed grated. 

bagaje
In Colombia it can mean equipment, luggage, set of items that are taken on a trip.  It can also mean experience, set of
knowledge acquired. 

bagar
It means removing the capsule or shell from the flaxseed.  Peeling, threshing.

bagasero
It is the common name of a tropical tree.  Its scientific name is Bagassia guianensis and belongs to the family Moraceae.
  It is made of hardwood and is used to make boats.  There is also the word bagacero, with c .  He's the person who
carries the cane bagasse in the sugar mills.  Bagazo is the dry residual part of the cane, which is used to make paper.

bagazo
In Colombia is the residual solid part of the cane, after getting the juice in sugar cane.  Skins, pomace.  Solid waste
material in a trapiche.

baggala
Bagala is also valid.  is a type of vessel of Arab origin, which has a capacity between 100 and 400 tons.  It is sailing and
the Indian Ocean and the Red Sea are common. 

bagger
It is a word of the English language that means Packer, embolsador.  The person who packaged in a bag the items
bought in a store.  In economics and finance is an investment, which States the number of times that it has valued
something that was purchased since it was acquired (for example, action).

baggy
It is a word of the English language meaning loose, broad, wide.  With slack. 

baghla
It is also called bagala.  It is the name of a type of Arab vessel, which has a bow and a wrinkled stern.  It is very common
in the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean. 

baghla o baggala
Type of ancient Arab vessel .  It displaced between 100 and 400 tons.  Today they ply more than the entire Red Sea and
the Indian Ocean. 

bagley
It is a surname of English origin.  Name of a brand of biscuits and sweets, whose factories are located in Argentina.  It
was started by Melville Sewell Bagley.  Last name of an American basketball player, named Marvin Bagley III.  He plays
for the Sacramento Kings. 

bagre



It is a genus of fish of the family Ariidae.  It is one of the common names of a freshwater fish, also known as catfish. 
There are many different species of catfish.  In Colombia catfish also means very ugly woman.  .

bagual
It means wild foal, undocked horse.  person of indomitable and rebellious character.  Wild, closed, untamed. 

baguales
Plural of bagual .  It means undocked foal, wild horse or cerril. 

bahaí
It can also be used Bahahist.  It is one who practices a religious faith that mixes the doctrines of several different
monotheistic beliefs.  It was proposed by Mirza Hussein-'Ali Nuri, better known as Baha' Allah.  a Tehran-born religious
leader. 

bahaísmo
It is a religious practice that mixes the doctrines of several different monotheistic religions.  It was proposed by Mirza
Hussein-'Ali Nuri, better known as Baha' Allah.  a religious leader born in Tehran. 

bahamés
It means native of the Bahamas, the archipelago of the Caribbean Sea.  Relating to or residing in the Bahamas. 

baharaque
In Colombia it is a building material that is used to make rustic homes.  The base are guadua or cane mats, coated with
a mixture of mud and dry boñiga.

bahienses
Relating to a Bay.  In Colombia gentilicio of those born in Bahía Solano ( ) collided.  Typical of the State of Bahia in
Brazil, Bahia.  Born or resident in Bahía Blanca, Argentina.

bahiut
It is a piece of furniture, usually made of wood, which is also known as a crockery or sideboard.  Wooden furniture that
has drawers, shelves and doors and is used to arrange crockery. 

bahías
Bays, is the plural of Bay.  Entrance from the sea on the coast, less than the Gulf.

baiburín
It is one of the common names of a class of mites.  They are also called coquito yaya, puca, piojito de cigarra, mojosa,
coloradito, isango, chirote, pinolillo , tlazahuate (which in Nahuatl derives from tlalzáhuatl , which means "scabies of the
earth") , plows (in Mexico) , chivacoas belong to the Trombiculidae family. 

baica
It's a colloquial way in Mexico to call a bike or bike (similar to the English pronunciation of bicycle).  In Colombia we call
the bicycle burra, chiva, horseback steel, bike.



bailaderos
In Colombia plural of dancer.  Family atmosphere site where fun events are held.   There is usually swimming pool and
dance music.

bailarina
Woman who practices dance as art.  Woman who dances. 

bailarines
Dancer plural.  People who dance to the rhythm of the music.  Jumper, dancer, dancer, dancer.  Common name of
some insectivorous birds in Colombia, also known as barbiblancos, saltarines or matracqueros.  Its scientific name is
Manacus manacus and they are of the family Pipridae.  It is also the popular name of a medium-sized falcon class.  Its
scientific name is Elanus leucurus and belongs to the family Accipitridae.  It also receives the names of Elanians,
coliblancos milanos, white falcons, white hawks, maromeros.

bainoro
It is the same plant known as cat's claw, Baboyana, white Bush or Gurrupia.  It is also the name of a town in Baja
California.

baisa
In the Gypsy language, it means hand.  In popular language it also means calilla, butt, chicote, pucho, remains of a
cigar. 

bajalenguas
It is a small wooden palette that the doctor inserts into the patient's mouth so that he can look at the tonsils and throat. 
Tongue depressant, abattoylenguas.

bajante
It means low, duct coming down.  Driving pipe that leads rainwater from the ceiling to the floor. 

bajar
It means placing closer to the ground, something that was on top.  Descend, fall, dwind, decrease, depreciate. 

bajar bandera
In stores is the first sale of a day.  For a taxi driver to do the first service of the day, first career or start a career.

bajar la caña
In Colombia it means to discourage, completely remove the impetus, deter, demoralize, cower.  Convince someone to
give up doing something or that what they do is not right or not right.  Desist.

bajarse del burro
In Colombia a couple of expressions that mean exactly the same thing are widely used colloquially.  They are: " Get off
the donkey " and " Get off the Bus ".  Another way to tell is " Drop ".  All mean pay, cancel what you owe.  It usually is
accompanied the expression with a gesture with his hand, moving fingers in sign of charge.  Pay me.



bajear
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains it is driving by the Netherlands or flooded areas.  It is also riding for a
bass.

bajeza
Act, creeping, vile and despicable.  Villainy, vileness, degradation, shame, abjection, inferiority, humility,
despicableness, unworthiness.

bajicopo
It is a soft drink similar to oats or rice masato.   They prepare it in the State of Sonora ( 41 Mexico;.  They are also called
Jicopo.

bajilla
crockery is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Crockery" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is tableware. 
It refers to the game of vessels and containers usually porcelain including dishes of different sizes and depths, cups and
wells, coffee, tea, sugar and salt.  Board game.  Set of porcelain for the dining room.

bajita
Diminutive low.  It means short stature, dwarf.

bajío
Inconspicuous rock that constitutes a danger to navigation.  Low , pitfall .  Obstacle, problem, difficulty, reef, bank,
breaker, shoal, danger, stumble . 

bajo
Among male singers is suffering the most serious voice and the dark. In Colombia it is called under an area of the plain
that is flooded during the winter.

bajonear
It means discouraging, discouraging, discouraging, deterring, causing hopelessness.  Demoralize.  Losing your spirits or
hope.

bajopontano
It means that it is originally or resident of a limeño neighborhood or a sector of Lima that is known as Down the Bridge,
Lower Bridge or Under the Bridge.  It belongs to rimac District.  It is also a way to call a Sporting Cristal fan, although it
is more common to use bajopontino. 

bajoterra
It is the Spanish name of a program anime or videogame where the protagonists are some slugs that come out of the
Earth become super powerful.  It was created by Asaph Fipke.  In English it is called Slugterra.

bakala
It is the same as maquinero.  Person addicted or amateur music techno, house, progressive, trance or hardcore,
primarily in discotheques.  That you enjoy electronic music.



bakán
Bakan is incorrectly written and should be written as "Bakan ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
musical album ( the third ) the Chilean musical band called of Kiruza.  It is also the name of a song from that same
album ( the 9th.   ).  Chile uses the term as a great, great, perfect, great.  In Colombia we use the term Bacan and it
means the same thing.

baklava
It is a Turkish cake made with pistachios.  It is made with a paste of pistachios and nuts macerated or crushed.  It has
several thin leaves and can be filled in many ways.  It is bathed in syrup or honey syrup.  You can also use the term
baclava or baklawa. 

baku
Baku is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Baku" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Baku ( capitalized
and with tilde ).  In old Persian it means town hit by the wind.  There is another version that indicates which means Hill or
mountain of Dios.  It is the largest city and capital of Azerbaijan.

bakú
It is the name of the capital of Azerbaijan.  In ancient Persian can mean city hit by the wind or also mountain or hill of
God.

bala
Bala is all that metal shell.  Ammunition, equipment.  It is also a metal sphere used by athletes in weight throws.

balaca
In Colombia it is a strip or ribbon of fabric with which the hair is fastened and placed on the forehead.  Diadem. 

baladí
Want to say natural, native, own, native (relative to the origin).  Also want to say that it lacks value or interest.  Little
valuable.  Trivial, insignificant, bland, childish, trivial, futile, frivolous.  It can also mean known, trite, ordinary, regular,
vulgar.

baladra
Baladrar inflection.  It means screaming, screaming. 

baladrar
It means screaming, screaming.  Give ballads. 

baladre
It is one of the common names of a very poisonous plant and medicinal uses.  It is also known as oleander, navieyo,
nerio or nerium.  Its scientific name is Nerium oleander and it belongs to the Family Apocynaceae.  The word baladre is
of Catalan origin.  It is formed by derivation of the Latin veraetrum, which is the name of the heboro and which means
poisonous bush.  It is also called eleboro.  

baladro
It means scream, scream.  Very loud voice. 



baladronada
Say a presumptuous fact or act.  Such presumptuous, bragging, boasting, flattening. 

baladrón
You mean boastful, bluffing.  It brags about being very brave.  You killed yourself, you're forgiven.  It is also a surname
of Spanish origin. 

balagardo
It means lazy, lazy, lazy.  Lazy, apathetic, lazy. 

balago
The correct term is bat, always with tilde.  It is the esparto or long straw that remains from the cereal, after removing the
grain.  Soap bubble or foam.  It is also one of the common names of the plant Secale cereal, better known as rye.

balak
According to the Holy Bible (numbers) It was the name of a Moabit king and enemy of the Israelites.  His wife was
Zaria's amine and was Goliath's great-grandfather.

balancea
It is a turning point of balance.  It means wobble, rocking, rocking, move, tilt, wiggle, shake, wiggle, balance.

balanceada
It means balanced.  It is also an inflection to balance, which means rocking, moving, wobbles.

balando
Giving bleats ( ) bleat. The bleating is the voice of the RAM, goat, sheep, deer, the gecela and the fallow deer.

balandra
In Nautical is a type of small sailing boat, which has only one stick.  Boat. 

balandrán
It is a type of very long garment that is used as a coat or cape.  It was widely used by clerics about their cassocks. 
Coat, cape. 

balandrista
It means captain, person who governs or manages a sloop, balandrón or boat.  Who directs, manages or governs,
leader.  ruler.   Also person who flaunts his way of governing, his authority and his achievements. 

balandro
Singular of balandros .  It is a type of elongated, sporty or recreational boat that has two triangular sails. 

balandronada
Works of a balron.  It means boasting, swirling, presumptuous act, bravado, braggadhery.  Boasting.



balandros
Plural of balandro .  It is a type of elongated, sporty or recreational boat that has two triangular sails. 

balanitis
In medicine is the inflammation of the skin of the glans or head of the manly limb, also called glans. 

balano
Balano or glans is the name given to the head of the manly limb, tip of the penis, also called glans.  It can also be a
cirropod crustacean, known as a sea acorn.  It belongs to the genus Balanus and the family Balanidae. 

balanófago
They are organisms that feed on acorns from sea.  Also you could say them better cirripofago, anatifafago or
percebofago, to avoid the risk of misinterpretation, because Furoya is right in the other two forms of balanus or Glans,
Acorn (fruit) and Glans.  He clarified that the Acorn of the sea, which is a cirripedo crustacean, which is abundantly in
estuarine areas influenced by tides, also receives the names of anatifas or barnacles (Balanus, of the family Balanidae
genus).  For this reason, a balanofago can be any type of bird that eats "shells" in the beaches, especially those that are
attached to small rocks or logs.  It is also a balanofago that eating barnacles or anatifas, which is a seafood especially
felt on the Cantabrian coast.  Also, by extension could be a squirrel, feeding on acorns, but those of the trees.

balanzas
Plural balance .  Element that is used to weigh things.  Scale, weight.  It is also called a balance, the ledger record or
currency transaction record of a country in a given time period (balance of payments). 

balasto
It's the same as ballast.  It can refer to a type of material that is used for the construction of tracks or also to an
implement that is used in fluorescent lamps to keep stable or limit electric current. 

balastro
It can also be said ballast.  It is a type of material that is obtained in quarry and that serves for road construction.  In
Colombia we also call it cascajo.  The ballast or ballast is also an electrical device used especially in fluorescent lamps
and that has the function of limiting or keeping the electric current stable. 

balata
It is another way of calling a brake pad in automotive mechanics.  In botany it is one of the names given to a tree.  It is
also called balatá, ácana, ausubo, massarabanduba, maçaranduba or quinilla.  Its scientific name is Manilkara bidentata
and belongs to the Sapotaceae family. 

balatas
Plural of balata .  It is another way of calling brake pads in automotive mechanics.  In botany it is one of the names given
to a tree.  It is also called balatá, ácana, ausubo, massarabanduba, maçaranduba or quinilla.  Its scientific name is
Manilkara bidentata and belongs to the Sapotaceae family. 

balaustas
It is a kind of indehiscent fruit that is characterized by many seeds but all of them independent and covered in a fleshy (
41 sarcotesta.  The classic example is the 40 pomegranate tree; Punica granatum ) family Lythraceae.



balaustrada
Set of baluster, which are the slats or columns that act as support in a chambrana.  railing. 

balaustrado
It means that it has the shape of a chambrana or railing, railing. 

balaustre
It is the name of each of the brackets or railings that has a railing on a balcony or roof.  Integral elements that make
supports in a chambrana. 

balaústre
In the Eastern Plains of Colombia is one of the common names of a tree of the family Fabaceae.  We also call it
balaustre, guayacán jobo or cartán.  Its scientific name is Centrolobium paraense. 

balayón
It is one of the common names of a tropical tree in the Fabaceae family.  Its scientific name is Eperua falcata .  It is also
called tintoro lo.  It has sturdy wood and ingrown color.  It is widely used in cabinetry.

balbucia
It is an inflection of babble. Means difficult between tooth, murmur. I am talking, speak low, whisper.

balconazi
A person who from the balconies increpaes those who pass through the front of their house in contravention of
regulatory restrictions of mobilization, as a measure to counteract the spread of Coronavirus.  Person protesting from
your balcony.

balda
It means shelf, shelf, cupboard, wardrobe.  Name given to each of the boards that form a shelf or a cabinet, which are
used to place objects. 

baldados
In Colombia it means plenty of water.  Jugs or pitchers.  It says at baldados or baldados.  Plural of baldado.  Amount of
water that fits in a bucket, approximately between 10 and 12 litres.

baldao
baldao is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Baldado" being its meaning:<br>The word baldao is used in
Colombia or baldado to say must be a wound in the plant of the foot that he prevents you support him and be able to
walk.  Cripple, crippled.

baldaquin
It means cloth or silk that comes from Baghdad.  Very fine Persian fabric.  Awning or canopy species.

baldaquino
It is a species of awning, pallium or canopy, made of silk and with parales.  Pavilion covering an altar or the Most Holy in



a procession.

balde
Container with a folding handle and an inverted and truncated cone shape.  It is generally used to carry water.  Cube. 

baldío
It means abandoned or undyed land.  In Colombia it is a land not known to its owner.  They are generally considered
communal land or state land and un proprietor.  Ejidos. 

baldomero
It is a male name of German origin.  It means the victorious warrior, the victorious warrior. 

baldón
Product of defamation.  It means smear, discredit, dishonor, desdor, handle. 

balduino
The correct term is Baldwin ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of one of the leaders of the first crusade.  He was count of
Edessa.

balear
It can mean shooting with a firearm, shooting.  It is also the way to call those who hail from the Balearic Islands in Spain.

balearica
The correct term is balearica.  It means related or native of the Balearic Islands.  It was the name of a Roman province
which corresponded to the Balearic Islands and that was broken off from the province of Tarragona (Tarragona). 
Balearica, thus without accent, is a genus of bird of the family Gruidae (cranes), they belong to the African crowned
cranes.

baleárico
Related to the Balearic Islands or the Balearic Islands. 

bali
It was the name of a mythological king of the India, also called Indrasena.  In Sanskrit it means offering.  Bali is also the
name of an island and a province of Indonesia.

balila
It is a word of Arabic origin.  Balilah is also accepted.  It is the name of a dish typical of the Levante ( 41 Spain;.  They
are chickpeas cooked with garlic, salt, olive oil and cumin.  They are served hot.  It seems to me a very delicious dish.

balinera
In Colombia it is the same as rodachina, bearing, rolling, role or ruffian.  It is a type of bearing that has two concentric
metal sheets and among them a basket filled with steel balines.  It has balinese or steel spheres.



balín
In Colombia it is a very small iron sphere.  Bullet diminutive.  Very small ball, spherita, ball.  Pellet.

balística
It means bullets or projectiles.  It is a Forence Science and part of Physics, which studies the displacement of bullets or
projectiles, their range and their effects.   It also analyzes the type of projectile used and its caliber. 

ballado de angeles
The correct terms are " Fencing of angels ". Refers to a fence, fence, fence, gate or fence bordering an area adorned
with angels. Group of angels that limit the passage of souls to heaven or eternal eden.

ballena
It is the name of the largest marine mammal and existing.  There are several kinds of whale.  By extension very large
and fat person.  In mysticet balenid mammal zoology.  Which belongs to the Balenidae family.  Beard of a whale. 
Reinforcing accessory of a corcé. 

ballena azul
Larger than exite animal is today and presumably which perhaps ever. Its scientific name is Balaenoptera musculus and
belongs to the order of Cetacea. It can measure between 25 and 30 metres and can weigh up to 150 tons or more. It is
in all the seas of the world. Macabre game consisting of set challenges to the participant and can lead to death.

ballenato
It is the name of a whale breeding.  Fat, obese person.  It is also a way of calling someone born in Madrid, Madrid.

ballestera verde
It is one of the common names of a slightly toxic plant.  It is also known as omen, eléboro, chavera or ballestera.  Its
scientific name is Heleborus viridis .  They belong to the family Ranunculaceae.  It is toxic and used to poison arrows.

ballueca
It is one of the common names that a harmful plant receives from cereal crops, especially wheat.  Weeds or weeds from
wheat crop .  It is also known as crazy oatmeal or cogulla.  Its scientific name is Avena fatua or oats stetilis.  It belongs
to the family Poaceae. 

ballunco
Ballunco is misspelled. The right thing is Bayunco or Bayunca. It means ordinary, rude, crude and stupid. so, rustic,
coarse. In Bayunca Colombia is the name of a city of Cartagena de Indias.

balnerianos
balnerianos is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Spas" being its meaning:<br>Balnerianos is used in some
parts of Mexico. In Colombia, we use the term spas. For us it refers to entire site where is possible meetings family with
ensuite. It may be a beach, a pool, a hot springs, or in a river. Usually in these sites there is a bar and restaurant. In
other countries only make reference to spas and baths, when it relates to hot springs.

balomaga
It is one of the common names of a plant in the Fabaceae family.  It is also called gatuña, bagpipe, bankruptcy plows,



grinder, shin, bull grass.  It has medicinal uses.  Its scientific name is Ononis spinosa.  It is typical of very dry land
(xerophytics).  It is also a surname in the Philippines (and is assumed to be of Spanish origin). 

balon
The correct term is ball (always carries the tilde).  In Colombia it is synonym of sphere, ball, ball, ball, leather, bottle,
decanter, cylinder, Bale, bulk, mess.  Ball usually leather or synthetic rubbers used for various sports such as football,
volleyball.  water polo, among others.  It is a bit of glass of a chemistry lab which is used to make combinations and
mixtures.

balonero
Person who makes or fixes balls.  It is an activity that previously consisted of sewing the helmets of the balls with needle
and hemp.  In Mexico they call a boy ball-picker or ball-catcher.

baloo
It is the name of one of the characters of "The Jungle Book.  He's a mustody bear.  He's essentially an educator.

balor
King of the demons in Celtic mythology, in Irish.  It was also known as bleat.  He belonged to the Forome race (they had
one eye on the front and another at the back of the skull. In Colombia, Balor, is a sanitary and environmental dedicated
to promoting hardware and specialty products in the maintenance of bathrooms, saving in water consumption and air
fresheners from prolonged use.

balota
It is a pelotica that used in the draws, they are a size similar to that of a table tennis ball. Each of the pelotics or balls
used in bingos, usually marked with a number and a letter.

balotage
It is more suitable balotage, with j.  Recognition, acceptance and counting of votes in an election.  This term is used in
Peru.  Use of balls in a choice.  It is also the way to call a run-off in an election and consists of facing in a new election
the two most voted candidates. 

baloteo
Play or make draw with ballots.  Manipulate small balls of dough used in gaming.  Extract from a bag or kick balls or
ballots with numbers or letters to play bingo.

balotera
It is a machine where the ballots are introduced to play bingo. 

balón
Augmentative bullet .  Ball, ball, ball.  Implement that is used in various sports and is spherical in shape (soccer,
volleyball, basketball, water polo).  spherical vessel, which usually contains gases.  . 

balón de oro
Annual award that France Footbal magazine awards to the best football player in the male and female branches.  The
appointment is made by vote of representatives of many sports media outlets around the world. 



balónvolea
It is the most accepted translation of the sport of Volleyball.  It is a sport that is played with two teams of six people and
consists of throwing a ball over a mesh to the opposite field, whose members handle it with their hands with a maximum
of three strokes and without dropping it, seeking to force their contenders to do the same.  Win a set who first makes
lose 25 times to the opposite, taking 2 points of advantage.  It is usually played in three sets. 

balpamar
If I were not another word of the language invented by Cortázar, this time if I was cut (in Colombia it means that I was
left unresponsive). 

balsamarión
The balsamarion was also called balsamario, shape or unguentarion.  It was a small bowl shaped bottle in the ancient
Greece.  Could it be glass, ceramic and even bronze.  I was used for storing balms of aromatic resins, saffron, or
incense.

balsámicas
It means they're their own to make balms.  They are used to make ointments, emplastos or medicines.  They serve to
cure ills or remedy.  In Colombia it can also mean aromatic, scented, healing, fragrant.

balsi
Balsi is a village in Bankura, West Bengal ( 41 India;. In Latvian Balsi means voice.

balso
Name of a large, strong bow used by sailors.  In Colombia and Panama it means light, light weight.  It is also the name
of a timber tree of very light wood, which is also known as balsa or guaguaripo, guano, lano, lanero, topa, polak or tami. 
Its scientific name is Ochroma pyramidale or Ochroma lagopus and it belongs to the family Malvaceae.  

balsudo
In Colombia, it means that it's like the Balsa.  It means very lightweight, it floats, weightless, light.  Named for the tree
and the wood of balsa, Ochroma scientific name lagopus of the Malvaceae family.

baltasar
Baltazar or Baltasar can be used.  It is a male name of Assyrian origin.  It means the God-protected one.  Name of one
of the 3 Three Wise Men. 

baltri
In the Dominican is a common and distorted way of "Bad trip", which means bad trip, bad trip.  It refers to a bad
experience or something has occurred that it affects us.

baluarte
It means defense construction that protrudes into a wall.  Fort, tower, bastion, parapet, defense. 

baluga
It is the name of two locations in Serbia, in the municipality of Cacak.  One is Baluga Trnavska and the other Baluga
Ljuvicska.



balurdo
In Colombia and especially in Tolima, it means groggy, bobo, atolondrado, awkward, stupid, stupid, majadero, naive,
idiot.

balú
In Colombia it is one of the names of a tree of the Fabaceaa family.  It is also known as mompás, chachafruto, bucare
mompás, sacha bean, mompás bean, pisonay, balsui, baluy, balúi, hemp, or pajuro.  Its scientific name is Erythrina
edulis.  It is considered very nutritious. 

balza
Balza is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Balza; is a surname )" being its meaning:<br>It is a surname of
Basque origin. Martín Balza: Military Argentine veteran of the war of the Malvinas.jose Balza: Venezuelan writer and
educator.

bamba
In Mexico, Venezuela and various parts of the Caribbean is a type of indigenous dance.  Very traditional and popular
song.  In Venezuela it can mean silver currency.  In Spain it is a type of bun or stuffed kneade.  Also in Spain can be
slippers.  In Colombia it is a kind of tape or elastic with which the hair is collected.  In Peru it means false or impostor.

bambaro
The right thing is bambaro, which is a term used in the South of Colombia and Ecuador.  It means soft, graceful, fragile,
delicate, effeminate, loose for physical activity or requiring force.  Crisp.  By extension it is used as a synonym for gay,
homosexual.

bamberga
It is the name of a German city located on the banks of the River Regnitz, in the Region of Bavaria.  It is also called
Bamberg.  Name of an asteroid . 

bambero
It means that it brags, it gives infulas.  Who lives on appearances.  You pretend to have a lot more than you really have. 
It is a Colombianism, widely used in the Valle del Cauca.  It is synonymous with chicanero, bluff, fachoso, petulant,
smug, believed, boastful.

bambi
Bambi is one of the ways call the offspring of the deer.  This includes deer, deer, Gazelles, okapis, etc. Walt Disney
character represented by a white tail 40 Venadita; Odocoileus virginianus ). Bambi is told to a large bag that hangs from
big helicoteros and are used to put out forest fires

bambini
In Italian it means kids, guys.  It is the plural of bambino.  In Italy and Argentina it is surname.  Last name of an Italian
footballer, who played as a midfielder for Asti.  His name is Giovanni Bambini.  Last name of an Argentine footballer
named Agustín Bambini and who acts as a goalkeeper.

bamboleada
Action or effect of wobbling .  Oscillation, ripple, wagter, wobble, rolling.



bambolla
It means bladder, blister, bubble, inflammation.  By extension means ostentation, bragging, pomposity.

bambua
It can mean the Colombia of big or pronounced jaw.  of large or fleshy lower lip.  Belfa .  It also means that he has
bamba, that he owns a lot of silver or riches.  Rich, wealthy, platuda.  Name of a song by J King and Maximan Ft.  Jowell
Randy . 

bambucha
It is the name of a traditional dish of the Fang ethnic group, in Equatorial Guinea.  It is a stew that contains cassava
leaves and palmiste seeds cooked and macerated, water and salt or sugar.   Its appearance is like a thick cream.  If you
add enough water it can be served as a soft drink.

bambú
It is the common name of a grass plant in the family Poaceae.  It should not be considered a tree and belongs to the
subfamily Bambusoideae.  There are many genera and species.  If it is widely used in fabric making, in food and also in
construction in crafts since its stems or culms are very resistant. 

banal
It means of little value or importance.  Trivial, baladi, nimio, puerile, ordinary, current, tasteless.

bananas
Bananas is the name given to the fruit of the banana, outside Colombia plant.  In Colombia we say bananas or cigars
and some Guinean parts.  They are different for bananas. Bananas in Colombia are also small sweets, candy, candy. As
Jorge Luis says it is the name of a Musical ensemble of Barranquilla ( Group 41 Bananas; interpreting tropical or dance
music.

bananazo
It can be a blow given with a banana.  In Colombia, colloquially a very strong blow, fall, baton. 

banasta
It means basket, basket, zoncho, quadvan, basket.  Container made with esparto that serves to load things, especially
fruits or market. 

banasto
It means basket, basket, zoncho, quadvan, banana.  Container made with esparto that serves to load things, especially
fruits or market. 

bancada
Group of people who fit or can sit on a bench.  In political terms it is the group of people who belong to the same political
party and who are part of a certain legislative body (Council, Assembly, Congress, House, Senate).  Copartisans . 

bancar
In Argentina means to cover the expenses of another, to maintain.  sponsor, finance.  It can also mean tolerating,
enduring, taking with resignation a difficult economic situation or tolerating someone uncomfortable or annoying. 



endure. 

banco
Bank is an organization where you can make financial transactions.  It is also a wooden chair that has no backrest. 
They are usually found in the parks.  Colombia Bank or bench, is also higher than the flood area flat ground.  A site that
is not flooded.  Area that remains dry or drained soon after the rains.  Site collection ( blood, seeds, donations ).

bancomer
It is the acronym used in several countries for a Trade Bank or Commercial Bank, although they are different and
unaffiliated entities.  Now, in Colombia, it is BBVA's commercial complement, given a new financial alliance (it is called
BBVA Bancomer and specializes in Virtual Banking).

bancos
Plural bank .  It can be a financial institution, a small island devoid of vegetation and consisting of sands or small
wooden chairs that lacks backs and armrests.  Armchair . 

banda
Strip of different materials that rotates or spins used to mobilize small loads.  In Colombia it is used as synonym for
Strip, tape, strapping, banner, Bangle, band, strip, side, side, edge, margin, caterva, Flock, gang.

bandear
In Colombia it is used as a synonym to survive, to live just with what you have.  Banded are, accommodate, adapt,
coping.

bandearse
In Colombia, it is synonymous with fit, adapt to the circumstances.  Live without complaining with what you have. 
Resign oneself to.

bandeja
It is a flat bowl of kitchen or table, of various shapes, larger than a dish.  Usually metal, porcelain, clay, wood or pulp. 
Used to serve in the middle of the table so Diners go to serve their own portions.  The waiters also use it for serving
drinks or cocktails.  Usually dish-shaped silver trophies.  Launch in basketball, consistent shooting the ball ahead and
down toward the basket.

banderazo
In Colombia it can be a blow struck with a flag.  We also call it the beginning of a taxi ride, with a meter.  Start or start
time. 

banderear
It can be waving flags or making signals with flags.  In Colombia and in the slang of farmers and especially those of the
rice guild, it is to demarcate the batches of rice crops, to signal the past in the aerial fumigations.  S place flags or
banners along forming fumigation sashes.

banderilla
Scribble, snooze, stick.  Diminutive of flag .  Small flag.  Dart, long, pointed dart.  Pulla , satire, skewer , tapa , skewer . 



It is also a type of short, pointed spear that is used in bullfighting to attack a fighting bull.  Stylus. 

bandiar
bandiar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Banding" being its meaning:<br>In Colombia Bandiar or better
banded is to go by the sides, by the bands.  It means coping as possible, accommodate the circumstances, adapt.

bandido
In Colombia fugitive, a criminal who is part of a gang and who commits many crimes.  Outlaw, criminal, evildoer, robber,
bandit, facineroso, criminal.  thief. 

bandir
It means to proclaim, to condemn, to publish.   A solemn mandate or edict that is announced or published by superior
order.  Issuing a charge against an absentee offender, usually with a death sentence. 

bando
It can mean set, team, party, faction, partiality, or flock.  Group of players facing another .  It can also mean order,
mandate, decree, solemn act or edict issued by someone in authority.  A ribbon that is placed crossed on the chest of a
ruler, a regent or a queen as a sign of authority and respect. 

bandolero
A person who is part of a criminal gang, or a political side or party.  In Colombia, a group of people who consider
themselves despicable and vulgar.  It means crowd, crowd, mob, plebs, mass, vulgo, horde.  It was also the name that
was given long ago to a type of guerrillas or bandits in Colombia.  It also means gang member, criminal, criminal, bandit.

bandujo
In Spain it is a large casing stuffed with minced meat.  It can be pork, beef or ram.  Name of an Asturian town in Proaza .
 It is also called a bandullo.  It is similar to what in Colombia we call reserved. 

bandusia
Bandusia is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Bandusia; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It was
the name of a font that Horacio composed poems.  Carminum III, 13 ( To the source of Bandusia ).  It was at the
entrance to Rome.

banfileños
Inhabitants of those born in Banfield, argentina town of Gran Buenos Aires.  Station railway of the Lomas de Zamora in
Buenos Aires Argentina.

bangue
It is another of the common names given to the marijuana plant.  It belongs to the Cannabaceae family, its scientific
name is Cannabis sativa.  It is also called hemp, bareta, enea, grifa, rondillo. 


